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Abstract
Background: A partial or complete failure in the involution of the primary optic vesicle resulting
in the formation of a cyst is an extremely rare anomaly known as congenital cystic eye. The primary
optic vesicle is formed but instead of the anterior part of the vesicle involuting to lie in apposition
with the posterior part, a cyst persists at birth and replaces the eye.
Case Presentation: We report a case of congenital cystic eye associated with multiple dermal
appendages in a 1-day-old female child. This condition presented at birth as a large orbital mass in
the left orbit that bulged forwards and stretched the eyelids. No globe or any other ocular
structures were identified in the orbit. Multiple dermal appendages were present in the adjacent
part of the face below the left orbit and on the upper part of the neck.
Conclusions: Congenital cystic eye is an extremely rare condition and with only 28 previous cases
reported in the literature. We present the second case of congenital cystic eye with multiple
dermal appendages of the face and neck.

Background
A partial or complete failure in the involution of the primary optic vesicle resulting in the formation of a cyst is an
extremely rare anomaly. The primary optic vesicle is
formed but instead of the anterior part of the vesicle involuting to lie in apposition with the posterior part, a cyst
persists at birth and replaces the eye. The size of the cyst is
variable. The condition has also been called anophthalmos with cyst in the literature. The term congenital cystic
eye was coined by Mann [1] to describe a case of this rare
ocular malformation. The failure in invagination of the
primary optic vesicle occurs between the 2 mm and 7 mm
stage of fetal development [2]. The exact aetiology of congenital cystic eye remains unknown. We in this study

present a 1-day-old infant with congenital cystic eye associated with multiple skin tags.

Case Presentation
Case Report
A 1-day-old female child presented with a large mass in
the left orbital region and multiple skin appendages on
the face and upper part of neck on the left side. The child
was born to nonconsangineous parents and was the product of a full term vaginal delivery. The pregnancy and
labour were uncomplicated. The baby had a birth weight
of 2.7 kg. The baby had normal reflexes for age and had
no respiratory distress.
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Examination disclosed a large erythematous mass that virtually filled the entire left orbit (fig. 1). The lower eyelid
was obscured by the swelling, the upper eyelid was
stretched, and the eyebrow was also displaced upwards.
The skin of the eyelids was normal. The mass was soft,
cystic in consistency, translucent, nontender, nonpulsatile, nonreducible and the size of the mass was not related
to crying. Examination disclosed no identifiable globe.
The right eye was normal. The patient also had multiple
dermal appendages on the face inferotemporal to the left
orbit (fig. 1) in addition to 1 appendage present just anterior to the tragus of the ear and an appendage present on
the upper part of the neck. The appendages measured 5–
10 mm in size, were nontender and were covered by normal skin.
The laboratory workup was unremarkable. Roentgenograms of the skull disclosed symmetrical enlargement of
the left orbit with a soft tissue shadow. The intracranial
features were normal and no radiologic evidence of
encephalocoele or meningocoele was present. Computed
tomography of the head and orbits disclosed a mass in the
left orbit that was predominantly hypodense and cystic.
The left orbit was larger in size than the right orbit. No
identifiable globe, optic nerve, extraocular muscles or any
other orbital structure were present (fig. 2). The intracranial cavity was normal with normally developed brain
parenchyma, corpus callosum and ventricles. Based upon
the above findings, a diagnosis of congenital cystic eye
was made.
The patient underwent surgery at the age of 14 days. An
anterior orbitotomy approach was used to excise the
orbital mass while preserving the eyelids. The cystic mass
was removed in toto and measured 4 × 3 × 3.5 cm in size.
An orbital implant was also placed in the orbit keeping
the future orbital growth in mind. The facial appendages
were also excised along with the orbital mass. No identifiable ocular structures or optic stalk were present. The posterior most part of the mass was firm while the majority of
the mass was cystic in nature. Histologic examination disclosed multilocular cyst with an outer wall of fibrous tissue and an inner wall of disorganized neural tissue. No
ocular structure could be made out. Absence of optic stalk
was also confirmed. Examination of the facial dermal
appendages disclosed normal epidermal and dermal elements. No cartilaginous or bony structures were present in
the appendages.

Discussion
Cystic orbital lesions account for approximately 10–30%
of all nonthyroid orbital lesions [3]. Congenital cystic eye
is the rarest cystic orbital lesion. Duke-Elder reviewed the
literature from 1880–1960 and found only 16 cases that
he believed represented congenital cystic eye. Since his
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review, 12 additional cases have reported in the English
literature [3]. Congenital cystic eye is thought to result
from noninvagination of the primary optic nerve vesicle
between the 2 mm and 7 mm stages of the embryonic
development, and ectodermal elements do not develop
into the future eye structures. The orbit thus contains a
cyst instead of an eye. The cyst is usually completely filled
by proliferating glial tissue. In contrast, a discontinuation
in development between the 7 mm and 14 mm stage of
embryonic development leads to formation of the more
common coloboma.
Although the exact aetiology of congenital cystic eye is not
known, the frequent presence of inflammatory cells in the
cyst suggests an inflammatory cause [2]. No hereditary
tendencies have been noted. No abnormalities during
pregnancy or perinatal period have been described. The
ectodermal elements are not able to develop into the
future eye structures. The orbit thus contains a cyst instead
of an eye. The cyst is usually completely filled by proliferating glial tissue. Congenital cystic eye is usually unilateral, however 2 cases of bilateral congenital cystic eyes
have been reported [4,5]. Although the fellow eye in cases
of unilateral cystic eye is usually normal, a case of micropthalmia with cyst [6] and persistent hyperplastic primary
vitreous [7] each have been reported in the literature.
Congenital cystic eye needs to be differentiated from
micropthalmia with cyst. Micropthalmia with cyst develops from incomplete closure of the fetal cleft that results
in a cyst attached to the sclera [8]. The eyes are micropthalmic and frequently have uveal, retinal and lens colobomas. The cysts with micropthalmia are usually located in
the inferior orbit and cause the lower eyelid to bulge. In
contrast, congenital cystic eye usually causes bulging of
the upper eyelid.
The cyst associated with congenital cystic eye may vary in
size and may have an attached stalk. The patency of the
stalk, if present, is associated with the size of the cyst. If
the stalk is patent, the size of the cyst remains small due
to communication of the cyst with the cranial cavity as
described by Hevelston and coworkers in a case report [9].
No stalk was identified in the present case. The cysts are
usually single but multiple cysts have been reported by
Pillai and coworkers [10]. Congenital cystic eye may be
associated with normal or abnormal extraocular muscles
although no extraocular muscles were present in the case
described in this report. Although the eyelids are usually
normally developed, eyelid abnormalities have been
reported. Rice and coworkers [11] reported a case of congenital cystic eye with accessory limb of the lower eyelid.
The accessory limb of the lower eyelid was attached to the
maxilla with a bony joint with cartilages. The limb itself
contained striated muscle, fat, areolar tissue and skin and
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Figure
Clinical
mal
appendages
photograph
1
on the
of the
facepatient showing the large mass in the left orbit stretching the upper eyelid along with multiple derClinical photograph of the patient showing the large mass in the left orbit stretching the upper eyelid along with multiple dermal appendages on the face.
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CT
Figure
scan2of the orbits of the same patient showing the large cystic mass in the left orbit
CT scan of the orbits of the same patient showing the large cystic mass in the left orbit. The right eye appears normal.
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tion, and coordinated efforts by Ophthalmologists and
Pediatricians are needed for its early recognition and
appropriate treatment.
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CT scan – Computed Tomography scan.
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Conclusions
Congenital cystic eye is usually evident at birth and has a
varied presentation. A high degree of suspicion and
knowledge about the varied presentations of this condi-
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